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Assembly Guide for a 90 Degree Corner Bay
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Locate the baseleg rear lug and
block into the bottom “H Slots” of
the upright as shown.

Connect all “L” shaped uprights
together by fitting 665mm back
panels into the bottom “H slots” 
of both left and right hand side
uprights to the central upright. 
Now check levels are correct by
adjusting the foot discs as required.

Fit the plinth skirting into position
by slotting it between the front
capping on the baselegs.

Using a rubber mallet, firmly knock
the baseleg upwards locking it into
position until flush.

Repeat steps 1 and 2 until you
have three “L” shaped uprights.

Fit the base shelf onto the baseleg
runners. Now fit all remaining back
panels.

Note: Back panel lugs locating into the central
upright must be bent to a 45 degree angle prior
to installation.
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Thank you for purchasing this product.
Please remember to check that you have all component parts before beginning assembly.
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Repeat steps 8 - 9 until all the
upper shelves are in position.

Once the base shelf and back 
panels are in place the bay should
look as above. You are now ready to
fit the upper shelves.

To finish use 665mm EPOS ticket
strips and cut to suit the size of the
shelf. Attach the EPOS ticket strips
to the front of all shelves.

Use two pairs of brackets per 
upper shelf insert as a single
bracket in the left upright and a
single backet into the right upright.
Then insert the other pair of
brackets into the central upright.

Fit a matching shelf onto the
brackets.

To further assist your installation
please see the above exploded bay
configuration.
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